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Edit Comments By Fooly Cooly is the first episode of the first season of FLCL. His English dub aired on August 5, 2003 on Adult Swim. Brief (edited by editing) Fooly Cooly begins with Naota walking home with his older brother's ex-girlfriend, Mamimi. Out of nowhere he hit an alien girl on a yellow Vespa bike carrying a 1976 Rickenbacker bass guitar. All this takes place in the city of Mabase, where the
plant is dominated by a medical machine. The very next day Naota discovers that an alien girl, Haruko, was hired as a housekeeper in his father's bakery. A summary of Naota Nandaba's edit source while walking with his older brother's delusional girlfriend, 17-year-old Mamimi Samejima, is struck by a Vespa driver who revives Naot and hits him on the head with a bass guitar before leaving. This turns it
into an N.O. channel from which objects and other creatures can be pulled out. Naota discovers a horn protruding from his head, where he was wounded, hiding it with a bandage. He keeps the horn a secret from his classmates the next day and goes to the hospital, where again encounters a mysterious woman disguised as a nurse. He runs before she can hit him again with the guitar. Over dinner, Naota
discovers that his father, Kamon, has hired his mysterious assailant, Haruko Haruhar, to be their housekeeper and, besides, that they will be roommates. Learning from Haruko that she is a foreigner and upset because of her, he goes down and discovers that Mamimi has stopped by. Naota escapes and meets her on the bridge, where the robot, followed by a separate robotic arm, suddenly comes out of
the horn on his head and begins to fight. After the robot triumphs, he is struck by Haruko with a guitar. The monologue edit the source Nothing surprising happens here. Everything is normal. A huge factory that can be seen from our city, the Medical Mechanics factory. All the adults got out when he came here as it was a really big thing. A white steam that roars every day at the same time, it looked at me
like smoke, which means some kind of omen, a smoke that spreads and covers everything. Songs Edited Source One Life Runners High Stalker Come Down Bran-New Lovesong Tips Sleeping Head Little Busters Trip on Shooting Star Credits (Edited Source) Original Concept: GAINAX Directors: Kazuya Tsurumaki, Masahiko Otsuka Executive Producers: Toshimichi Ohtsuki, Mitsuhisa Ishikawa, Hiroyuki
Yamaga Planning: Hirotaka Takase, Masatoshi Nishizawa, Hiroki Sato Japanese Cast English Cast Gallery Edit source Add a photo to this gallery Trivia edit source Episodes FLCL Community content available according to CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Go to the main content of anime's most rebellious show about being a teenager is no longer a teenager. April 20 years since the first FLCL
broadcast (short for Fooly Cooly, a term that means nothing in itself), means) and the anarchic six-episode series that rewrote the animation rulebook with its maelstrom of modern pop culture, sucking and breaking everything in its orbit, like John Wu's manly aestheticism, the bullet-time Matrix, and even the cut-out cartoon style of South Park. It proved a lasting influence as a famous inspiration on other
cultural behemoths, such as Avatar: The Last Airbender and its sequel show Legend of Korra. (Director Giancarlo Volpe said the crew was ordered to watch every episode.) FLCL stands out even two decades later through hyperactive, innuendo-laden, and borderless narratives presented through often abstract visuals. (Watch it on Hulu!) There were so many references that the english anime localization
team often struggled with the script, referring to strange and niche jokes that would be easily lost in translation. Directed by Kazuya Tsurumaki, a longtime animator at Gainax Studio and a protege of Neon Genesis Evangelion creator Hideaki Ano, ambitiously intended to break established anime rules through its eclectic visuals, anti-narrative approach and unusual soundtrack, trading classic motifs to
thrash guitars and heavy percussion from modern Japanese rock band The Pillows.GainaxCreated, as well as Sailor Moon and Revolutionary Girl Uten), the series found a cult audience overseas through airing on Adult Swim in 2003 that grew up with re-syndication in the Toonami channel block in 2013 and again in 2018. After this last broadcast, the show made a surprising comeback in June 2018 with a
second season and a third season, titled FLCL: Progressive and Alternative, respectively, although the expansion of the material and its sci-fi mythology was a decrease in profits. At first, the basic premise of the original series sounds quite simple: Naota Nandaba - an ordinary sixth-grader living in Mabas, a city where nothing surprising happens. After his brother Tasuku leaves town to play baseball in
America, Naota takes care of what Tasuku left behind, from his upper bunk bed to his ex-girlfriend Mamimi Samedovima, who clings to Naota in Tasuku's absence. The mundanity of the life of the small town of Naota is shocked by the arrival of Haruko Haruhara, a red-haired psychopath riding a yellow Vespa and wielding a bass guitar like a battle axe. Their first encounter leaves Naota with a strange, giant
horn on his head, from which pops a large robot (named Knt). Things only get a stranger from there. Guided by an experimental and surreal style, FLCL resists the tropes of adulthood stories, challenging narrative logic and instead relying on momentum. Similarly, the animation itself played fast and loose with any rules. The characters and the world around them are equally flexible and fluid as the FLCL
takes any form that it pleases at any moment: buildings bounce and how people have fights fights their separated screens are actively invading the real world as the characters are squished against them. The characters themselves wonder what the hell is going on - in one of the earliest major departures, where the show suddenly turns into an animated manga, Naota's father wonders what the term FLCL
means (How do I know? Each episode is deliberately perplexing in a way that reflects Naot's chaotic emotional state and the shock of coming into adolescence. The very act of growing up in FLCL seems ridiculous within itself, given that most depraved adult shows are less competent and even more immature than children. Tsurumaki and Enokido recognize and embrace this, choosing to mock almost
every familiar tropes of adulthood when children stay to find out their confusion on their terms. Like any other concept of chewing and spitting out flCL, it twists a well-trodden trail into something absurd, such as its constant interaction with body horror, tried and true metaphor of pain growing represented by some grotesque metamorphosis. Look no further than a giant robot that breaks out of the horn (said
to be brought on impure thoughts) on Naota's forehead. The whole show is quite keenly obsessed with the flesh, whether through its funny horror body or on characters being ogled, and the main focus of both of these Haruko pulses, Looney Tunes-esque character in the way she smashes everything around her, the fourth wall is on. Naota craves and hates Haruko's attention, his view of her often
characterized by predatory behavior. Fully aware of these mechanics (even poking fun at the idea that she is a figment of Naota's imagination), Haruko uses this toy with him like a cat and a mouse. But despite her nakedness of Naota, she represents something beyond his boring home life. GainaxLike show itself, Haruko brings unpredictability to his life, since each episode brings some new scripts that
almost defies analysis: You could watch each episode several times and still stay in the cold, what it means or that, at the level of the story, hell is actually happening. Haruko's intervention makes the show all the more insane as innocuous baseball games turn into a setup for the apocalypse, high school stage productions turn into a battlefield for giant bug robots, or the characters just get blown away by
machine guns to get away just fine. What's real and that metaphor eventually ceases to matter, all that's left is to go through the way it makes you feel (usually confused). During the final episode of FLCL, Naota snaps at his family in another long meta-joke that it doesn't matter what FLCL is, and that much is true. Like the teens at its center, it's defiantly powerful, so often rejecting the genre of convention
that trying to classify it a waste of time. It's not strictly action, not strictly comedy, not really anime fur or something one -- to call it a surrealist feels too restrictive a term. At its core, it represents a necessary uprising of adolescence, the beginning of the path to independence. Need help finding something to watch? Sign up here for our weekly Streamail newsletter to get streaming recommendations delivered
directly to your inbox. Campbell Campbell is a London freelance writer whose work has been featured in Hyperallergic, Landfill, Empire and more. Follow him on Twitter @kambolecampbell. @kambolecampbell.
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